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Glossary

   The end result of multiplication 
is called the product.

   Students use an area model 
(rectangle) to fi nd the partial 
products of a multiplication 
problem, such as 32 × 145. 
Each partial product is then 
added together to fi nd the 
product, in this case, 4,640.

100 40 5
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2

Ideas for Home

•   Work with your child on their 
basic multiplication facts 
for a few minutes at a time, 
several days every week.

•   Help your child identify the 
facts they just know, the facts 
they can fi gure out using a 
strategy (“I know 5 × 7 is 35, 
so 6 × 7 is seven more, or 
42”), and those facts that are 
still challenging.

•   If your child is making 
mistakes with the standard 
algorithm, ask them to solve 
the problem fi rst by using 
the partial products strategy 
(rectangle model), or some 
other method they prefer. 
Once they know the answer, 
work with them step by step 
to connect their answer to 
the algorithm.

Multiplication

•   The standard algorithm provides a method for performing multi-digit multiplications 
that are diffi  cult to do mentally, such as 42 × 34.
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A room at the Seasons Hotel costs $132 for one night. 

About how much is the total cost for 3 nights?

How would you fi gure out the exact cost?

Felix multiplied the parts to fi gure out the total cost.

What steps did he follow?

What is the total cost? How do you know?

Write the total cost in the empty boxes.

Isabelle used the standard algorithm for multiplication to calculate the total cost. 
She followed these steps.

What numbers did she multiply in each step?

Compare the two methods above. How are they the same? How are they diff erent?

How could you use Isabelle’s method to calculate 2,312 × 3?

Step 1

H T O

1 3 2

3

6

×

Step 2

H T O

1 3 2

3

9 6

×

Step 3

H T O

1 3 2

3

3 9 6

×

Step Up 1.  Estimate each product. Then use the standard multiplication algorithm 
to calculate the exact answer.

a. Estimate

H T O

3 1 2

3×

b. Estimate

4 2 4

2×

c. Estimate

2 1 2

4×

d. Estimate

1 3 1

3×

Introducing the Standard Algorithm for Multiplication3.1

1 3 2
3
6

3 0 0
9 0

×

H H HT T TO O O

In this lesson, students relate their informal methods for solving 
multiplication problems to the standard algorithm for multiplication.

•   The standard algorithm is built on the same idea of multiplying part by part, using place 
value, and then adding all the separate parts together.
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A school hall has a rectangular fl oor. The dimensions are 24 yd × 32 yd.

How would you estimate 
the area of the fl oor?

How could you fi gure
out the exact area?

Using the Standard Algorithm to Multiply 
Two Two-Digit Numbers3.3

Mia used the standard multiplication algorithm to calculate the exact area.

Does it matter which factor is written in the top row? How do you know? 
What numbers did she multiply in each step?

Compare the partial-products method and the standard algorithm. How are they similar?

Look carefully at the numbers being multiplied in each step of the algorithm.
Where are the matching partial products in Corey’s diagram?

What is another way you could fi gure out the area?

Step 1

H T O

2 4

3 2×

8

Step 2

H T O

2 4

3 2×

4 8

Step 3

H T O

2 4

3 2×

2 0

4 8

1

Step 4

H T O

2 4

3 2×

7 2 0

4 8

1

Step 5

H T O

2 4

3 2×

7 2 0

7 6 8

4 8

1

Corey drew this diagram. How will it help 
him fi gure out the area of the fl oor?

Write the partial product inside each part 
of the diagram.

What is the area? How do you know? 30 yd 2 yd

20 yd

4 yd

I would break the rectangle into two 
parts. That«s 24 x 3 tens plus 24 x 2.

In this lesson, students connect the partial products strategy to the standard 
algorithm for multiplication.

Core Focus

•   Using the standard algorithm for multi-digit multiplication
•   Solving word problems involving multiplication
•   Building conceptual understanding of volume
•   Working with the formula for calculating volume of prisms

Grade 5, Module 3
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Grade 5, Module 3

Volume

•   The focus of this module is on the concept of volume (the amount of space that
 an object occupies).

•   To think about the volume of an object (e.g. a box), students visualize fi lling it up with 
small cubes. The volume of the box is the number of cubes needed to fi ll it.

•   Students visualize covering the base of an object with a single layer of small cubes, 
and then think about how many layers of cubes would be needed to fi ll up the shape.
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Layla was storing these boxes in the garage.

How can she compare the amount of space 
that each box will occupy?

Analyzing Unit Cubes and Measuring Volume3.8

Step Up 1.  Use base-10 ones blocks to cover the area of this rectangle. 
Then complete the table.

To measure the space, she decides to fi ll each box with objects that are the same shape. 
How will this help?

Layla chose to use centimeter cubes to fi nd the volume of the jewelery box. 

Does she need to fi ll the whole box with cubes? 

What is an easier way to fi gure out the volume?

Just find the number of cubes in one layer. Then find the number of layers.

Look at these objects.

Which object would you use to 
measure the volume of each box?

How did you decide?

Dimensions of the base 
of the prism (cm)

Number 
of layers

Total number of
centimeter cubes

× 1

× 2

× 3

× 4

In this lesson, students investigate the volume of diff erent boxes.

•   Students eventually fi nd the volume of prisms (boxes) by multiplying the area 
of the base by the height, which is the same as length × width × height. 

•   Students then work in reverse by starting with the volume of a prism and thinking 
about what its dimensions might be (i.e. three numbers that multiply to give 
the volume). E.g. if the volume of a prism is 30, possible dimensions include: 
2 × 3 × 5, and 1 × 6 × 5.

•   Students use what they have learned about the volume of prisms to solve a variety 
of real-world problems.
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Step Up 1.  Imagine you built this prism with base-10 ones blocks.

Developing a Formula to Calculate Volume 3.9

How can you fi gure out the volume of this prism without 
counting each individual cube?

How are their methods similar?

What rule could you write to match each method?

Look at Lara’s method. 
Does it matter in what order she multiplies the dimensions? 
How do you know?

2. Here are the dimensions of another prism.

 Write how you can calculate the volume without counting blocks.

Length  8 cm          Width  3 cm         Height  5 cm

b. Write the volume of the prism.   cm3

a. Complete this table.

Length 
(blocks) 

Width
(blocks)

Height
(blocks)

Total number 
of blocks

Cody multiplied the height of the prism 
by the number of cubes in the base.

Base
8 cubes

Height
4 layers

8 × 4 = 32 cubes
Volume is 32 cubes.

Lara multiplied the dimensions.

4 × 2 × 4 = 32 cubes
Volume is 32 cubes.

Length
4 cubes

Width
2 cubes

Height
4 cubes

I know there are 8 cubes in the base. 
There are 4 layers. 8 + 8 + 8 + 8 = 32.

Volume is usually measured in 
cubic units. The abbreviation 
for cubic centimeters is cm³.

In this lesson, students use small blocks to fi nd the volume of 
rectangular prisms.

Ideas for Home

•   Have your child collect 
diff erent sized boxes from 
around your home (e.g. shoe 
boxes, cereal boxes, and 
gift boxes). Have your child 
measure the dimensions of 
the boxes (length, width, and 
height) to the nearest inch 
and then fi nd the volume.

•   Choose a small box from the 
activity above and ask, “What 
are the possible dimensions 
of a box large enough to fi t 
12 of these smaller boxes?” 
Encourage your child to draw 
a picture or diagram to help 
solve the problem.

•   Ask your child to compare 
the volumes of the diff erent 
boxes. Boxes that look 
very diff erent can have 
similar volumes. 

•   Tell your child the volume of 
a rectangular prism (a box), 
and ask them to fi nd the 
possible dimensions. E.g. if 
the volume is 36 cubic units, 
the dimensions could be 
3 × 3 × 4, or 2 × 2 × 9. See 
how many solutions your 
child can fi nd.

Glossary

   Volume is usually measured 
in cubic units.

 cubic inches =  in3

 cubic centimeters = cm3


